
In English, please
AERONAUTICAL ENGLISH UNPLUGGED 
LIVE FROM YOUR LOCAL FIC

The aviation quote "aviate, navi-
gate, communicate", lists the order
of priorities in flying an aircraft. It
means that it is more important to
fly the aircraft,  preferably to the
right place, than talk about it on
the radio. The same idea is
conveyed in this other well-
known piece of advice : “don’t
drop the aircraft in order  to fly
the microphone”. Although "com-
municate" comes last, and for good
reason, Eliot is convinced that effective
communication can make the difference while
flying. It is reassuring to know that somebody,
on the other side of the radio, is listening and
ready to provide information, answer ques-
tions, or react swiftly to an emergency situation.
It allows pilots to get updates on weather fore-
casts, or information on traffic or on the acti-
vity status of restricted airspace. But Eliot is also
well aware that radio management in a busy
cockpit environment can sometimes be a chal-
lenge. In the course of time, he has learned from
experience and has compiled a list of do’s and
don’ts.

Eliot’s tips to use the radio
When he is preparing a flight, Eliot notes down
information such as entry points, runway hea-
ding, or circuit direction. He finds it easier  to
understand a message if he has an idea of what
to expect. Conversely, he thinks about what he
is  going to say before hitting the transmit
switch, to avoid long, unclear transmissions
that clutter up the frequency. 
Before starting a communication, he makes
sure he is not going to interrupt anything. He
doesn’t jump in on the radio. He listens a few
seconds before talking. 

Eliot is also careful not to be
cut off at the beginning or at

the end of his message. He waits a
second after pressing the transmit

button before speaking.  He doesn’t
speak too fast, or too slow and
notes down the elements given
to him so that he can read them
back without having to request
for a repeat. It helps reduce fre-
quency congestion by avoiding
repetition. 

Last, but not least, he is careful not
to jam the frequency with an open mike. He
knows that this is definitely a controller’s
nightmare!

Basic words for en-route VFR
Some time ago, Eliot looked closely at the offi-
cial phraseology (IP620 November 07). He
remembers studying a document of some 300
pages, listing 900 sentences, give or take, cove-
ring the different phases of a flight. However,
after a quick survey of a few hours of fre-
quency recordings he had come to the conclu-
sion that around 40 different words cover 65%
of a pilot’s (or controller’s for that matter)
needs. The useful words on a FIC frequency,
apart from function words (back, from, until
…) are verbs such as: to proceed, to maintain,
to climb, to descend, to contact, to turn, to say,
to request or to suggest. The following most
frequently used nouns are aviation-related:
afirm, negative, roger, copied, wilco, squawk,
heading, and flight level.
Basic is not always enough, though.
Sometimes Eliot feels the need to elaborate.
Following are a few exchanges between pilots
and controllers, from simple to more compli-
cated. Eliot had the opportunity to hear each
one of them on a FIC frequency. 

Misunderstanding
Mistakes or misunderstandings do happen.
When in doubt, Eliot’s motto is  “better
repeat than be sorry”.
CTL/PIL Sorry, say again

Can you repeat, please
You were stepped on
Could you repeat the end of 

your message, it was broken
Disregard

CTL Correction, I say again
Negative, I say again

Flight information
When in flight, Eliot is an attentive listener of
radio frequencies. Apart from information
on weather conditions or airspace status, he
appreciates the valuable input of FIS on  traf-
fic information. For him, it is a safety bonus
to be alerted of the proximity of other air-
craft.
CTL slow moving traffic, not identified,
2 o’clock, 15 miles, routeing north-west, alti-
tude unknown
PIL traffic in sight 
CTL maintain own separation
Or :
PIL traffic not in sight, requesting sug-
gestion for manoeuvre
CTL I suggest  right turn 20 degrees
CTL clear of traffic

Improvising
When Eliot is at a loss for the word or expres-
sion from the received phraseology, he uses
plain language. The point is to get through.
Of course, he endeavours to remain as pro-
fessional as possible, but if , in the heat of the
moment, he cannot remember the official
“requesting LFSG present weather”, then “can
you give me the weather at Epinal” will have
to do. 
It works for ATC, too: the very formal  “Say
intentions” can become “Keep me advised” or
even “keep me posted”. 
And Eliot also keeps in mind that, even on
frequency, humour can be an option:
PIL My position is slightly unknown,
but I believe I am in the area of Rouen.
PIL Do you know where I am?

Frequency change
Switching from one frequency to another is a
delicate occurrence too. Eliot is careful not to
scramble up the mumbo jumbo of digits.
CTL I suggest you contact Seine
Information on 121,650. If no contact, revert
to my frequency

TO  STEP ON...........................brouiller la transmission de quelqu’un
TO CLUTTER UP...............................................................encombrer
CONVERSELY ................................................................Inversement
TO JAM..............................................................................Brouiller
TO GET THROUGH ..............................................se faire comprendre
GIVE OR TAKE ..................................................................à peu près
A MUMBO JUMBO ..........................................................un charabia
AN OPEN MIKE .........................................une émission permanente
SWIFTLY .........................................................................apidement
A SWITCH.......................................................................un alternat
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